
For tanker operations 
and liquid cargoes
Look no further than Brookes Bell’s Master Mariners

Excellence. Integrity. Independence.
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The handling and carriage of liquid cargoes is highly complex and  
provides operators and charterers with a unique set of challenges.  
With years of operational and consultancy experience, Brookes Bell’s  
team of Master Mariners are well placed to meet those challenges. 

Whether you require assistance with oil, chemical or gas tanker operations, 
support to carry out incident investigations or expert help in a commercial 
dispute, Brookes Bell’s global team of Master Mariners can help, providing 
detailed reports for litigation or evidence in arbitration or court.

Operational experience

Our specialist Master Mariners attend and advise on all 
aspects of tanker operation including navigation, cargo 
operations, cargo quality, cargo quantity, tank preparation, 
port safety, vetting, charter parties and tanker surveys.

Their tanker experience doesn’t end at operational 
concerns however. Our tanker masters and supporting 
teams have considerable experience tackling the 
challenges associated with the transport of both common 
and rare oils, chemicals and gases.

Their experience and capabilities cover the carriage of 
and/or investigations into:

– Tanker piloting and navigation

– Cargo tank over/under pressurisation (with associated 
potential tank rupture)

– Cargo tank rupture/bulkhead failure

– High-heat cargoes

– Inhibited products

– Reactive and self-reactive products

– Fire prevention and investigations

– Quality and quantity disputes

– Cargo operations, such as:

– Voyage orders

– Cargo care on voyage; heating, padding etc.

– Loading and unloading and the ship/shore interface

– Ship to ship (STS) transfer

– Demurrage/dispatch calculations

At Brookes Bell we recognise that individual tanker 
cargoes have distinct characteristics and properties 
which need to be accounted for during loading, transport 
and unloading. As such, we employ tanker masters who 
have experience dealing with a broad range of cargoes:

Our tanker expertise

Located in strategic locations across the UK, Europe, 
Asia and the Americas, our Master Mariners possess 
unrivalled experience dealing with all types of oil, 
chemical and gas tanker issues.

But they don’t work in isolation. 

When tanker issues arise, they can often be highly 
demanding and dangerous and include damage to 
electrical or mechanical machinery. And with volatile and 
often dangerous chemicals and cargoes, the risk of fire  
is a real and pressing concern. 

Our team of cargo scientists, naval architects, fire 
investigators and engineers support our tanker masters 
with advice on the safe loading of cargo, mitigating fire 
risks and inspection of mechanical parts  
if and when they fail.

With years of practical experience, whether it’s a 
contaminated cargo, cargo polymerisation, failed 
equipment or a navigation issue, we have the leading 
experts to provide the impartial and independent 
advice you need – a one-stop-shop for all your  
tanker operations.

Forensic investigation expertise

Experience and intuition matter. But so does the ability  
to forensically and scientifically investigate incidents  
on tankers.

Thanks to The Lab at Brookes Bell, an industry-leading 
laboratory facility based near Liverpool, UK, we are able 
to provide a range of in-depth services including:

– Failure investigations and materials testing

– Fuel testing and analysis

– Non-destructive testing (NDT)

With this forensic expertise and leading technologies 
at our disposal, we are able to provide the answers 
you need regardless of the tanker cargo or scenario, 
anywhere in the world.

Oil cargoes Chemical cargoes Gas cargoes

Crude oils (all types) Methanol LPG

Naphthas Ethanol LNG

Gasolines IsoPropyl Alcohol Propylene

Jet fuels Vinyl acetate monomer Ethylene

Kerosenes Mono ethylene glycol Butadiene

Gas oils Styrene monomer

Diesels Ethyl acetate

Vacuum gas oils Caustic soda

Lubricating oils Phosphoric acid

Vegetable oils

Note – the above table is not an exhaustive list of Brookes Bell’s oil, chemical and gas cargo experience.
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Global tanker support

No matter where you require tanker support,  
Brookes Bell is on hand to help.

Not only are our tanker masters situated in strategic 
locations across the globe, with our scientists and 
engineers able to support in-situ or remotely, but  
Brookes Bell maintains offices and operations in  
the world’s most important maritime hubs:

– Liverpool

– London

– Glasgow

– Norway

– Shanghai

– Hong Kong

– Singapore

– Thailand

– Houston

– Miami

– San Francisco

– New York

– South Africa

A trusted name

Brookes Bell’s tanker services are trusted across the 
maritime industry. 

We are proud to have worked with the world’s most 
eminent P&I clubs, shipowners, charterers, underwriters, 
cargo owners, amending underwriters, lawyers, salvors, 
shipyards, average adjusters and government departments.

Thanks to their extensive experience, our tanker Master 
Mariners are highly flexible and can adapt to very-specific 
tanker scenarios, so even if you’re not included in the list 
above, it’s likely they can help you.

The Brookes Bell difference

With over a hundred years of supporting the maritime 
industry under our belt, we know what works when 
it comes to providing successful operational and/or 
investigative support for tankers. 

Choose Brookes Bell and you’ll benefit from:

– A culture of innovation

– An excellent return on your investment

– Independent and impartial advice

– Our global footprint

– The very best experts in their fields

To find out more about Brookes Bell and how  
we can support you with your tanker requirements,  
speak to us today:

Contact

UK/Asia

Alistair Roaf 
Principal Master Mariner 
BSc (Hons), MBA, CMMar, AFNI, HCMM 
alistair.roaf@brookesbell.com 
+44 (0)7770 440 331

USA

David Ireland 
Principal Master Mariner 
AFNI, Member of the Lloyd’s SCR Panel 
david.ireland@brookesbell.com 
+1 (0)9259 533 430

www.brookesbell.com
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